
 
Groups and Pricing 

Summer 2018 
 

Practice Schedules 
 
Spring Schedule 
Summer Schedule-begins June 11 
 
Otter/Summer Rec Groups (prices are for the summer and include a seasonal 
USA registration fee.) 
 
Intro and Beginner Otters are seasonal groups 
Yellow and Blue Otters are offered year round. 

 
Intro to  Otters $165 for the summer 5-12 year olds 
This introductory group introduces swimming technique in a fun, non-competitive environment.  
*Begins June 11 
 
Beginner  Otters $200 for the summer 5-12 year olds 
This introductory group introduces swimming technique in a fun, non-competitive environment.  
  
Yellow Otters $250 for the summer 5-12 year olds 
This group focuses on stroke technique and skills, including starts and basic turns in a fun, 
non-competitive environment.  
  
Blue Otters  $300 for the summer 5-12 year olds 
This group is for swimmers with a basic knowledge of the four competitive strokes. The 
emphasis is focused on fitness, fun, and stroke/turn/dive technique.  Local swim meets are 
encouraged. 
  
 
 
 
 

https://www.teamunify.com/snsasos/__doc__/spring%20practice%20schedule.pdf
https://www.teamunify.com/snsasos/__doc__/final%20practice%20times%20for%20all%20SASO%20summer%20programs.pdf


Competitive Groups-Offered Year Round 
 
 
Age Group $127 per month 8-10 year olds  
This group is a transition group between our developmental and our competitive program. 
Swimmers continue to improve on stroke technique while building endurance and conditioning. 
The swimmers in the group are expected to participate in scheduled swim meets. 8 year olds 
may be moved into the group by coaches discretion. 
  
Junior $139 per month 11-12 year olds 
This group is for motivated, goal oriented swimmers who want to be the best they can be in 
competitive swimming. Workouts integrate endurance, speed, and stroke technique. This is a 
competitive group with training and competition criteria.  
 
Senior Prep $127 per month 12 and older  
Swimmers continue to improve stroke technique while building endurance and conditioning. The 
swimmers in this group are encouraged to participate in scheduled swim meets.  
 
Senior $145 per month 13 and older 
Swimmers in this group are competitive and committed swimmers. Workouts are designed to 
make the swimmer the best they can be. This group has training, commitment, and competition 
criteria. 
  
  
Kroc Groups-Swim at the Kroc Center 
-We will return to the Kroc in the fall 
 


